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It is the fourth installment of the
Undisputed film series. It stars
Robert Bragagnolo as Undisputed
Â champion Andre Ward,
alongside Forrest Griffin, Peter
Aiken, and Cindy Cuevas. Ward
and Bragagnolo were returning
after leaving the previous film,
Undisputed III: Redemption, where
Ward won the WBC, WBA, IBF
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and The Ring Welterweight
Championship, while Bragagnolo
was the WBC Light Heavyweight
champion. Since the release of the
third film, Ward had defended the
WBC light welterweight
championship against Manny
Pacquiao, but his rematch with
Pacquiao was cancelled. The film
was announced on August 6, 2016.
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Filming took place in Los Angeles
and the United States over
February through April. The film
was released in the United States
on August 10, 2017 by 20th
Century Fox Home Entertainment
and Digital HD. Plot Andre Ward,
the current WBA and WBO light
welterweight champion, defends
his title against the undefeated
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Ruslan Provodnikov. It had been
three years since Ward's rematch
with Manny Pacquiao. Since the
previous film, Ward had defended
the WBC light welterweight
championship against Manny
Pacquiao, but his rematch with
Pacquiao was cancelled. The two
fighters finally agree to meet for
the undisputed title. In the last fight
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between Ward and Provodnikov,
Ward knocked out Provodnikov in
the 8th round. Both fighters are
expected to put on the best
performances of their careers.
Ward has put on a lot of weight
and is said to be in the best shape
of his career. In contrast,
Provodnikov claims he did not
have to lose anything to be at 100%
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and Ward's trainer Abel Sanchez
claims Ward is motivated to fight
Provodnikov because he fears an
aging career in the future. Ward's
title match is the main event on
HBO Pay-Per-View, which is
scheduled for Saturday, July 22,
2017. The opening rounds are
shown on Saturday Night's Main
Event, a broadcast on Spike TV.
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Cast Robert Bragagnolo as Andre
Ward Forrest Griffin as Pat Moore
Peter Aiken as Julian Solano Cindy
Cuevas as Monet Diego Boneta as
Vane Dmitry Baysar as Ivan
Production Development In August
2016, it was announced that Robert
Bragagnolo was in negotiations to
return as the leading actor in the
fourth film in the
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In the fourth action movie, Boyka
fights violent gangsters to protect
the widow of a man he
inadvertently killed in the ring. In
the center of the plot is a former
fighter who needs to protect the
widow of the man he killed. He
was hired by one of the city's crime
leaders. He was instructed not only
to protect the woman from the
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bandits who wanted to deal with
her, but also to avenge the murder
of her husband. Boyka agreed to
this proposal for a reason. He made
a good profit for defending a
woman. All this time, he was broke
and could no longer pursue his
main business, which he dreamed
of all his life. fffad4f19a
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